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Mobile .NETApress, 2001

	Mobile .NET begins by examining a wide variety of different wireless Internet devices. These devices are divided into two main divisions: those that are directly supported by .NET (Pocket PCs, i-Mode phones, and WAP devices) and those that are not (Palm OS and J2ME-powered devices). By the end of this book, you'll be able to make...
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LINQ Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2008
Ready to take advantage of LINQ with C# 3.0? This guide has the detail you need to grasp Microsoft's new querying technology, and concise explanations to help you learn it quickly. And once you begin to apply LINQ, the book serves as an on-the-job reference when you need immediate reminders. All the examples in the LINQ Pocket Reference are...
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Developing Web Applications with Visual Basic. NET and ASP.NETJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
John Alexander and bestselling author Billy Hollis show programmers how to develop enterprise-level Web applications using Microsoft's popular programming language--Visual Basic.NET.
    
* Features the incomparable insights and programming know-how of two popular Microsoft insiders, arming developers with proven tips and workarounds to...
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Visual Basic .NET Tips & TechniquesMcGraw-Hill, 2002
300+ Immediate Solutions from the Pros

Quickly take advantage of Visual Basic .NET to implement a wide range of programming tasks. Packed with practical advice and hundreds of ready-to-run programs, this powerful resource will show you how to maximize the .NET environment to create professional-quality real-world solutions. Covers key...
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Upgrading Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 to Microsoft Visual Basic .NETMicrosoft Press, 2001
Many articles have appeared in the press about Visual Basic .NET being radically different from prior versions of Visual Basic. Unfortunately, most of the articles leave you with more questions than answers. What exactly are the changes in Visual Basic .NET? Will it be possible to upgrade existing applications? Why does it break...
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Modern Data Access with Entity Framework Core: Database Programming Techniques for .NET, .NET Core, UWP, and Xamarin with C#Apress, 2018

	
		
			C# developers, here’s your opportunity to learn the ins-and-outs of Entity Framework Core, Microsoft’s recently redesigned object-relational mapper. Benefit from hands-on learning that will teach you how to tackle frustrating database challenges, such as workarounds to missing features in Entity Framework Core, and...
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The Fundamentals : Building Visual Studio Applications on a Visual FoxPro 6.0 FoundationHentzenwerke Publishing, 1999
The long-awaited sequel to Whil's "Programming VFP 3.0," this volume covers the basics of developing a wide range of applications quickly, covers all of the new commands, functions, features and tools of Visual FoxPro 6.0, and describes, step-by-step, how to build a traditional LAN application with VFP as the foundation. Finishes up with...
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Beginning VB.NET 2003Wrox Press, 2004
Three expert authors guide you through the basics of building working applications, creating windows and boxes, handling unexpected events, using object-oriented programming, and more. You’ll learn to use menus, toolbars, dialog boxes, and other controls in Windows applications, and how loops and branching structures function in...
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MCPD Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-549): Designing and Developing Enterprise Applications Using the Microsoft  .NET Framework (Certification Series)Microsoft Press, 2007
This training kit is designed for developers who plan to take Microsoft Certified Professional Developer (MCPD) Exam 70-549: Designing and Developing Enterprise Applications by Using the Microsoft .NET Framework. Developers who work on medium- or large-scale development projects will also benefit from the content in this training kit.

We...
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Microsoft Access Projects with Microsoft SQL ServerMicrosoft Press, 2002
The definitive guide to building enterprise solutions with Access Projects and SQL Server  

 Professional developers who use Microsoft® Access, the popular desktop database program, often confront limits to working with large amounts of data. This hands-on guide demonstrates in detail how to build...
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Pro WPF with VB 2008: Windows Presentation Foundation with .NET 3.5Apress, 2008
When .NET first appeared, it introduced a small avalanche of new technologies. There was a whole new way to write web applications (ASP.NET), a whole new way to connect to databases (ADO.NET), new typesafe languages (C# and VB .NET), and a managed runtime (the CLR). Not least among these new technologies was Windows Forms, a library of classes for...
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COM Programming by Example: Using MFC, ActiveX, ATL, ADO, and COM+ (with CD-ROM)CMP Books, 2000
Use MFC, ActiveX, ATL, ADO and COM+ to develop COM applications Implement client/server applications with ease with this example-oriented approach to the details and implementation of COM technology in network applications. If there was ever a subject th                                       

Implement client/server applications with...
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